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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays the textile industries are more   concerned with quality of products and which should be produced within 

lesser time which should be highest quality.more of the defects are majorly found by industry itself and some of the 

industries recover a major profit by producing lower quality or off quailty. in our country defect detection is done by 

a very experienced workers and they find major part of the defects and other parts due to their errors.so therefore we 

need an automated system. 

Handlooms constitute the rich cultural heritage in india.it is major activity in India which provides more employment 

to the livelihood. By this we can introduce new designs which cannot be replicated by machines. Nowadays 

government is providing financial help to those industries. in Tamil nadu it provides more 5 lakh employment and it 

provides a better marketing and co-operative societies are also providing major help to them and they are providing 

1100 metres of cloth. In detection of defect on fabrics and classification on their appearance plays a important aspect 

in investigating of fabrics.Normally defect detection process is done manually effort,some of the defects are very tiny 

and they are not distinguishable and can only be identified by monitoring the intensity falling on the fabric. 

Upto now most of the  industries are using skilled and experienced workers for identifying defects in the fabric. But 

we should develop such a automated system that the accuracy in identifying defect increases which may enhance in 

product quality and customer needs. 

Our project mainly focuses on such developing algorithms which identify defects easily and any specified or analyzed 

area and we are mainly concentrating on these algorithm such as Bayesian classifier. So we have developed such a 

system that we can detect the defects  in the fabric using real time automation automatically through the system 

which gives greater accuracy than the normal system which is done by humans. 

Existing System 

The present existing system is the detection is done through the humans manually in this they will check the defect in 

the fabric for which more and more humans are required for the process by using various their own methods for 

purpose of detection sometimes while defect detection their is chances of errors in them sometimes those defect may 

not come into the eyes of humans because they may be so small and humans are not so accurate in this kind of methods 

of detection so percentage of errors are more and it will be lenghty process. 

 

Drawbacks 

o It takes more time. 

o In this method we will not have good percentage of accuracy. 

o humans have tendency to loose concentration which causes the process to prolong 

o Requires more labour or workers 

 

Proposed System 

The proposed system is real time online automation i.e fabric defect detection and classification is mainly checked 

through the online inspection by using image processing techniques using matlab by this technique we can check the 

fabric in a very short period of time and find the defects in it and identify which type of fabrics it andwe will get more 
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accuracy than the previous method in this we are mainly using bayesian classifier as one of the method to identify the 

defects in fabrics. 

 

Advantages 

o It takes lesser time. 

o In this proposed method we will have good accuracy. 

o In this method system will not loose the tendency. 

o Requires less number of workers. 

 

           Introduction 

Nowadays the textile industries are more concerned with quality of products and which should be produced within 

lesser time which should be highest quality.more of the defects 

are majorly found by industry itself and some of the industries recover a major profit by producing lower quality or off 

quailty. in our country defect detection is done by a very experienced workers and they find major part of the defects 

and other parts due to their errors.so therefore we need an automated system. 

Handlooms constitute the rich cultural heritage in india.it is major activity in India which provides more employment to 

the livelihood. By this we can introduce new designs which cannot be replicated by machines. Nowadays government 

is providing financial help to those industries. in Tamil nadu it provides more 5 lakh employment and it provides a 

better marketing and co-operative societies are also providing major help to them and they are providing 1100 metres 

of cloth. In detection of defect on fabrics and classification on their appearance plays a important aspect in 

investigating of fabrics.Normally defect detection process is done manually effort,some of the defects are very tiny and 

they are not distinguishable and can only be identified by monitoring the intensity falling on the fabric. 

Upto now most of the  industries are using skilled and experienced workers for identifying defects in the fabric. But 

we should develop such a automated system that the accuracy in identifying defect increases which may enhance in 

product quality and customer needs. 

our project mainly focuses on such developing algorithms which identify defects easily and any specified or analyzed 

area and we are mainly concentrating on these algorithm such as Bayesian classifier. 

In past years considerable efforts have been invested in the progress of fabric defect detection. However only a 

limited number of commercial system are available in indentitfying defects and classification is more complex 

method than the defect detection and it is major challenge in reducing the efforts in the classification. 

 
 

Figure 1. (a) Silk (b) Wool (c) Nylon (d) Cotton 

 

 

there exist a large no of defects classes, with various spatial and frequency characteristics and if do any changes in the 

weaving process may also result in the new defect classes. some classes of defects have only slight difference such 

that it becomes difficult to identify from non defected fabric 

 

Related Work 

 

The issue of fabric recognition has seen many algorithms based on Grey level Co-Occurrence matrix also known as 

spatially dependencies matrix and has been known as powerful method to represents the textures. Textures can be 

described as pattern of uniform spatial distribution of grey scale pixel intensities. Practical applications of GLCM in 

image classification and retrieval include iris recognition, image segmentation and CBIR in videos and achieved a rate 

of 84% by using the extraction and calculation of summary statistics methods. 
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based on the good acceptance of GLCM approaches compared to texture recognition this research, the use of GLCM as 

the basis for textile recognition have been used in the combination of other techniques, including combining statistical 

features with other methods such as genetic algorithms. 

Another identification method uses warp and weft floats to determine the weave patterns. However due to differences 

in yarn material, count and density, different fabrics have diverse geometric shapes for warp and weft floats, that makes 

the recognition a difficult challenge. 

for use in colour textures, avis have introduced the multispectral variation to the GLCM calculation that supports 

multiple colour channels, by separating each pixels colour into RGB space into RGB components and users pairings of 

individual colour channels to construct multiple co-occurrence matrices. 

 

 

Pre-Processing 

Usually the sample fabric images are not suitable for classification because of various factors, such as noise and 

lighting variations and require pre-processing steps. the pre-processing steps consists of following digital image 

operations: 

Filtering the image by median filtering to reduce noise. contrast enhancement by histogram equalization. 

adjusting image intensity values. 

 

BLCM feature extraction 

A new second order statistical feature to be used in the image retrieval is binary co-occurrence matrix. Suppose that 

each pixel in an image is represented by eight bits. imagine that the image is composed of eight  one bit planes, which 

ranges from bit-plane 0 for the lowest significant bit to bit plane seven for      the highest significant bit. Diagram 

shows the bit plane reprsentation of an eight bit image. 

In eight bit bytes plane 0 contains all the least order bits in bytes comprising the pixels in the image and plane seven 

contains all the high order bits. Note that the high order bits contain the majority of the visually significant data. the 

other bit plane contribute to more stubble details in the image 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bit Representation 

Input image

Pre-processing

Feature extraction using BLCM

Bayesian classifier

cotton Nylon Silk Wool
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Overview of Fabric defect detection 

 

 

Detection 

After feature extraction a detction classification algorithm isimplemented to cast each vector in to category. in 

detection it involves two types defect and non defect and where as in classification it involves Nd+1  but Nd is called 

no of defects and non defect is called as (Nd+1)th class. 

It is difficult to classify from our earlier works which type of classifier is more appropriate for defect detection. the 

simple thresholding classifier is usually adopted as the defect detector and neural network classifier is often employed 

for defect classification. 

 

Post-Processing 

Normally the results, of defect detection contains those pixels, which falsely defected as defect due to presence of 

noise.moreover a defect region may be detected as disconnected parts. the post processing steps aims at allievating 

these problems in the detected results. 

median filtering is the effective way of removing noise, morphological filtering such as eroded operation and opening 

operation are used as to remove false detection after thresholding the fabric image. 

 

 

Training 

It is necessary phase for the design for the design of fabric defect detection which tunes the adjustable parameters of 

the feature extractor and detector for the objective of minimum rate. 

the search of optimal of the optimal parameters can be performed in emprical way, by using mathematically proven 

methods obvisouly the latter approach is prone to better recognition accuracy while most of the existing methods 

while simply adopting the simpler approach. 

In defect detection, defect free images are used for the training of detector. the distribution of defect free features are 

estimated,which subsequently determines a threshold for perciving defect with abnormal features, in defect detection 

features of each class of defects is needed to estimate the classifier parameters. 

 

Construction of Defect Methods 

Optionally set defects methods can be constructed based on expert knowledge.an useful model defect in its shape 

Preprocessing

Feature extraction

Detection/classification

Postprocessing

Training

Construction of defect methods

Fabric Image
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characteristics based model which can be used for the classification of fabric defects and noise reduction in the post 

processing stage. 

 

 

BAYESIAN CLASSIFIER 

 

Introduction 

It provides a well known learning method as well as statistical classification method. Assumes an underlying 

probabilistic method it allows to capture the uncertainties about the model in a principlized way through determining 

the outcomes. It can solve diagnostic and predictive problems. so the classification is named after the Thomas bayes 

who proposed the bayes theorem. 

Bayes classification doing practical learning algorithm and prior knowledge and observed data can be combined. 

Bayesian classification provides useful perspective for understanding and rectifying the learning algorithms. It 

calculates explicit outcomes for hypothesis and it is robust to sound in input data. 

The naive Bayes classifier is designed for use when predictors are independent of one another within each class, but it 
appears to work well in practice even when that independence assumption is not valid. It classifies data in two steps: 

1. Training step: Using the training data, the method estimates the parameters of a probability distribution, 

assuming predictors are conditionally independent given the class. 

2. Prediction step: For any unseen test data, the method computes the posterior probability of that sample 

belonging to each class. The method then classifies the test data according the largest posterior probability. 

The class-conditional independence assumption greatly simplifies the training step since you can estimate the one-

dimensional class-conditional density for each predictor individually. While the class-conditional independence 

between predictors is not true in general, research shows that this optimistic assumption works well in practice. This 

assumption of class-conditional independence of the predictors allows the naive Bayes classifier to estimate the 

parameters required for accurate classification while using less training data than many other classifiers. This makes it 

particularly effective for data sets containing many predictions. 

 

Working of Bayesian Classification 

let T is the training set of samples, each with thier labels. there are k classes, c1,c2.....,Ck. Each sample is represented 

by an n-dimensional vector, X={x1,x2.......,xn},which is mainly depecting n measured values of the n 

attributes,A1,A2.............An. 

provided sample X,the classifier is going analyze that X belongs to the class having the highest a posteriori 

probability, conditioned on X. that is X is predicted to belong to the class ci if 

 

P(Ci|X)>P(Cj|X) for 1≤j≤m, j≠i 

 

thus we may find the class that maximizes P(Ci|X). the class Ci for which P(Ci|X) is maximises called the most 

posterior hypothesis.then we can say it by the Bayes  theorem: 

 

P(X/Ci)=P(X/Ci)P(Ci)/P(X) 

As P(X) is the identical as for all classes, only P(X|Ci)P(Ci) need be maximized. if the classes a priori probabilities, 

P(Ci), are not known, then it is commonly assumed that the classes are equally likely, that is 

P(C1)=P(C2)=.......=P(Ck), and we would therefore maximize P(X|Ci). 

Otherwise we maximize P(X|Ci)P(Ci). Note that the class a priori probabilities may be estimated by 

P(Ci)=freq(C,T)/|T|. 

 

Given data sets with many attributes, it would be computationally expensive to calculate P(X|C). In order to decrease 

computation in evaluating P(X|Ci)P(Ci), the naive assumption of class conditional independence is made. this 

presumes that the values of the attributes are conditionally independent of one another, given the class label of the 

sample. Mathematically this means that 

P(X/Ci)≈∏P(xk/Ci) 

the probabilities P(xk|C), P(xk|Ci),......P(x|Ci) caneasily be estimated fromthe training set. recall that here xrefers to 
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the value of attribute A for sample X. 

 

a.if A  is categorical, then P(xk|Ci) is the number of samples of class C in T having the                    value x for 

attribute Ak,divided by freq(C,T),the number of sample of class Ci in T. 

 

b. if Ak is continuous valued ,then we typically assume that bthe value have a gauss distribution with mean µ and 

standard deviation by 

 

g(x,µ,σ)=1/√2πσexp-(x-µ)²/2σ² 

by this 

P(xk/Ci)=g(xk,µci,σci) 

 

we need to compute mean and standard deviation,of attribute Ak for training sample of class Ci. 

 

In order to predict the class label of X,P(X|Ci)P(Ci) is evaluated for each class Ci. the classifier predicts that the class 

label of X is Ci,if and only if the class that maximize P(X|Ci)P(Ci). 

 

Uses of Naive bayes classification 

 

Bayes text classification-this method is majorly as probabilistic learning method and these are most successful 

algorithms which is ued to learning to  classify text documents. 

 

Spam filtering-it is one of the known use bayes text classification and it use it classify the spam e-mail and it is used 

to classify from legitimate spam e-mail to illegitimate email. and many modern mail clients install bayesian 

classification. 

 

Hybrid recommender uses naives bayes classification and collabrative filtering 

Experimenting result  on two different data set, show that the proposing  algthm is scalable and provide some 

performance–in term of accuracy and coverage than other algorithms while at the same time eliminates some 

recording  problems with the recommending systems. 

 

Online application 

It has been kept as most simple supervised machine learning and affective computing. 

 

Four types of fabrics namely Silk, Nylon, Cotton, Wool constituting nearly 100 images are taken for analysis of 
proposed work. Images are of size 200x760 with Pixel Depth 22.The features of training and testing images are 
extracted using the Binary level co-occurrence method.Here 80 
images are used for training and 40 images are used for testing the classifier and algorithm is implemented in Matlab. 
Figure shows some of the training and testing images.Four features are taken for this project as these give better 
results than the remaining parameters, as there is no much difference in values for different fabric images.Based on 
the matching of the testing image using Bayes classifier, the type of fabric is identified 
. 

 

 

 

 

training images                       testing image 
 

 

Conculsion 

This paper mainly focuses on to identify the defects in the fabrics and also the type of the fabrics to which they belong  

by bayesian classifier and this method can also be applied to any large databases of images. 
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